ABSTRACT

We investigate the effect of intonation and discourse structure on the realization of lexical tone in Uspanteko (Mayan). An H% boundary tone occurs in utterance-final position, and focus produces an upward shift in pitch register. The interaction of these phenomena with lexical tone suggests a privative [H] vs. [∅] tonal contrast for this language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Uspanteko (or Tz’iminun Tziij ‘hummingbird speech’) is a K’ichean-branch Mayan language spoken by 1200-4000 people in the region surrounding San Miguel Uspantán, Guatemala [23]. Uspanteko is endangered, with many children in Uspantán learning K’iche’ and/or Spanish as their first language.

Uspanteko is the only Guatemalan Mayan language which clearly has lexical tone [2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 13]. Tone is quite restricted: there is a binary [H]~[∅] contrast, limited to stressed syllables. (While this tonal pattern resembles ‘lexical pitch accent’, we avoid that term because it is poorly defined [16] and easily confused with intonational pitch accents.)

Lexical tone in Uspanteko is overlaid on a system of stress and vowel length familiar from related languages [6]. Stress in non-tonal words is final (e.g. kaminaq [ka.mi.‘naq] ‘dead’). Contrastive long vowels only occur in word-final stressed syllables (e.g. k’echelalaj [kʰe.tʃ.e.‘la:xi] ‘forest’). Tone is restricted to the last two syllables of the word, and interacts with stress. Tone coincides with stress on final long vowels, as in incháaj [in.‘ʃáxi] ‘my ash’. In a word with a final short vowel, like wíxk’eq [‘wiʃ.kʰeq] ‘my fingernail’, lexical tone appears on the penult, and stress retracts to the same position.

The phonetic effects of stress and tone are at least partially independent: stress is associated with increased duration, while tone is associated with pitch raising on the accented syllable (Fig. 1; [3, 4]).

Lexical tone has a low functional load in Uspanteko—there are few true minimal pairs—but it is systematically associated with certain morpho-

Figure 1: Non-tonal tulul [tu.‘lu:l] ‘zapote’ (top) vs. tonal intz’i’ [‘in.ʃa:tʃi] ‘my dog’ (bottom) [3]. X-axis = segment duration (ms); y-axis = f0 (Hz).

Figure 2: Non-tonal xaab’ [‘Sa:á] ‘comb’ (top) vs. tonal xaab’ [‘Sa:á] ‘vomit’ (bottom), without rising intonation (speaker mh).

On list-medial items, rising intonation can obscure
lexical tone distinctions. Fig. 3 shows that the pitch contour on non-tonal jxaab’ [χ[ɑː]] ‘her comb’ neutralizes with the pitch contour on tonal xāab’ [ʃ[ɑː]] ‘vomit’ under rising intonation.

**Figure 3:** Non-tonal jxaab’ [χ[ɑː]] ‘her comb’ (top) vs. tonal xāab’ [ʃ[ɑː]] ‘vomit’ (bottom), with rising intonation (speaker MH).

The fact that intonation interacts with tone, possibly masking contrasts, creates both challenges and opportunities. The most immediate challenge is that we must carefully control for intonational factors when studying the phonetic correlates of tone. The primary opportunity lies in the fact that intonation can help diagnose tonal specifications (or the lack thereof) on vowels. Previous phonological analyses of Uspanteko differ mainly in the amount of tonal specification assumed on the last two syllables of the word. Some authors argue for a privative [ʔ] vs. [H] (or [HL]) contrast, realized only on stressed syllables [3, 7]. Others assume a two-way [HL] vs. [LH] contrast, with tone specified on all (final) long vowels, and on the last two syllables of words with only short vowels [13] (see also [6]). Following [20–22] and others, we presume that intonation may be realized differently on toneless and tonal vowels, and may have distinct effects on vowels bearing different lexical tones (e.g. L vs. H). The particulars of how tone and intonation interact in Uspanteko may thus help decide between competing phonological analyses of the prosodic system. We explored this possibility through a controlled production study centered on tone and intonation.

**2. METHODS**

Our production study examined word-level prosody under different intonational and discourse conditions in Uspanteko. We focused on tonal contrasts in bisyllabic words, classified into 4 types according to their tone and the length of the final vowel (Table 1).

Table 1: Sample target items for the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No tone</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k’eten</td>
<td>‘hot’</td>
<td>[σ σv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaqosq</td>
<td>‘our cup’</td>
<td>[σ σv]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qálaq</td>
<td>‘our cup’</td>
<td>[σ σv]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaqosq</td>
<td>‘our cup’</td>
<td>[σ σv]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

final pitch rises (H%) are common in declarative utterances in Uspanteko, as in other K’ichean-branch Mayan languages [1, 2, 10]; and (ii) information structure (given vs. focused), which is known to affect sentence level prosody both crosslinguistically [14, 18] and in Mayan languages [1, 2, 9, 10].

To elicit target sentences, a research assistant who is a native speaker of Uspanteko read from a list of pre-prepared questions. Participants responded by translating a pre-prepared answer from Spanish to Uspanteko. We manipulated information structure and phrasal position by controlling (i) the question type, and (ii) position of the target word in the response. Content questions (e.g. *Neu tiqakoj re ojle-joon? ‘What do we use to make tortillas?’) were used to elicit target words in a broad focus context (e.g. *Tiqakoj qaxoot re ojlejoon. ‘We use our comal to make tortillas.’). Polar questions (e.g. *Tiqasu qaxoot? ‘Do we clean our comal?’) were used to prompt answers with target words in a discourse-generated context (e.g. *Ji’ni, tiqasu’ qaxoot. ‘Yes, we clean our comal’). Responses were varied so that each target word would be produced in both sentence-medial and sentence-final position, within each discourse-structure condition.

There were 12 target items, 3 in each condition shown in Table 1, produced in 4 contexts each (2 discourse conditions × 2 sentential positions) for a total of 48 productions per participant. Speakers often produced more than one usable repetition of a target sentence, resulting in 505 total utterances.

Eight native speakers of Uspanteko participated in the study (24-74 years old, median 42, 5 female). Recordings were made in a quiet room with a headset microphone (Audio-Technica ATM73a) and solid-state portable recorder (Zoom H5), at a 48 kHz sampling rate with 24 bit quantization. The recordings were subsequently downsampled to 16 kHz for forced alignment and acoustic analysis (§3).

**3. ANALYSIS**

Pitch contours on target words and sentences were analysed in Praat [5]. First, transcriptions were semi-automatically time-aligned using forced alignment [11]. Time-normalized pitch contours were then automatically extracted in ERB—a scale which
corresponds well to pitch perception [19]—using a script specifying by-speaker pitch ranges [8]. Pitch contours for each speaker were z-score normalized, and outliers > 2.5 SD from the mean removed.

4. RESULTS

We begin with a graphical exploration of our results. Fig. 4 shows time-normalized pitch contours for entire utterances, summarized by means of a loess smoothing algorithm [24]. Dashed gray lines show utterances with tonal target words, and solid black lines show utterances with non-tonal target words. Grey bands around smoothed pitch contours indicate 95% confidence intervals. Columns group utterances by discourse condition, while rows group utterances by the sentential position of the target word. We expect intonational factors to interfere least with the realization of lexical tone in the Given/Medial condition (upper-left corner of Figs. 4-6).

Figure 4: Utterance-level contours.
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Fig. 4 shows a general downtrend across utterances, which is more pronounced when the target word is Given. This suggests that focus is associated with raised pitch on the target word, and/or inhibition of downtrend. From these utterance-level pitch tracks, we also see initial evidence for an interaction between lexical tone and utterance-level intonation, inasmuch as the tonal/non-tonal contrast is somewhat more pronounced in focal contexts.

Turning to word-level pitch contours, we first consider pitch contours in words with final long vowels (Table 1). Fig. 5 shows that in all contexts, with the possible exception of the Given/Final condition, words with tonal long vowels tend toward higher pitch, as expected. In the Given condition, tonal and non-tonal words contrast primarily in pitch level, showing roughly the same pitch contours. In the Focused condition, both tonal and non-tonal words show raised baseline pitch relative to their Given counterparts. This difference plausibly reflects pitch range expansion and/or raising associated with focus. Importantly, the pitch contours of tonal and non-tonal words differ clearly under focus: in the Focused/Medial condition, tonal words have a pronounced pitch peak which is absent from non-tonal words; and in the Focused/Final condition, tonal words show a more prominent pitch rise. This may indicate that focus prosody sharpens lexical tone contrasts, perhaps as a reflex of the pitch range expansion and/or raising seen under focus (Figs. 4, 5). The flat (rather than rising) contour for non-tonal words in the Focused condition may thus constitute evidence in favor of analyzing Uspanteko tone as a privative [H] vs. [∅] contrast, instead of binary [HL] vs. [LH] [13]. The Given/Final condition shows clear evidence of an H% (or LH%) boundary tone in utterance-final position, which swamps lexical tone distinctions on long vowels, and which is itself somewhat obscured in the Focused/Final condition by the pitch raising associated with focus.

Figure 5: Target words with final long vowels.
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Tonal contours look a bit different for words which contain only short vowels. Recall that in words of this type, tone causes stress to retract from its default final position to the penult, where it coincides with tone (e.g. wájaj [\wá.jaX] ‘my sugar-cane’; see also Table 1 and Figs. 1, 7). For tonal words with no long vowels, we thus expect a relatively early pitch rise, which should also be absent on non-tonal words (unless intonation interferes).

Setting aside the Given/Final condition for a moment, tonal words containing only short vowels generally show an early rise, leading into a fall over roughly the second syllable of the word. This pattern is again clearest in focal contexts, consistent with our earlier finding that focus tends to sharpen tonal contrasts (Fig. 5).

Though the pitch contours in Figs. 5 and 6 are somewhat idealized, being summary representations of pitch tracings from many different words and utterances, they are entirely consistent with pitch tracings taken from individual tokens, and from past work on Uspanteko [3, 4]. Figs. 1 and 7 illustrate
the characteristic pattern for tonal words containing only short vowels, which typically have a large pitch rise in the first, tone-bearing, syllable, followed by a rapid fall into the second syllable, as in Fig. 6.

Figure 7: inb’u ['in.bu] ‘my head’.

This characteristic rise-fall pattern is obscured somewhat in the Given/Final condition, where an utterance-final H% boundary tone on the final syllable produces a high plateau or slight rise from the lexical [H] tone to the final syllable of the word.

The non-tonal words in Fig. 6 show a more varied set of pitch contours, suggesting greater influence from intonational factors. In the Focused condition we see a relatively smooth upward trajectory, which attribute to pitch raising associated with focal prosody. The Given/Medial condition shows a declining pitch trajectory, which likely reflects the general downtrend seen in Fig. 4. We note that this condition—which should show the least influence from intonational targets—provides evidence against the view that toneless words are instead specified with an [LH] pitch contour [13] (Indeed, we believe [13] mistakenly treats the final H% boundary tone as part of the lexical specification of toneless words—a major risk of investigating tone through lists of words produced in isolation [17], Figs. 2, 3.)

In the Given/Final condition, we again see evidence of a final rise triggered by an H% boundary tone. Strangely, we also see raised pitch in the first half of non-tonal words. We aren’t entirely sure how to interpret this contour, but speculate that it may reflect anticipatory raising conditioned by the utterance-final H%. In phonological terms, it may be that the H% tone associates with the final two moras of the word, i.e. a final long vowel, or the last two syllables in words with only short vowels [3]. (In this case, H% might be better-described as a ‘phrase accent’ than a boundary tone [12, 20].)

To briefly summarize our main results, we find that focus leads to (i) raised pitch on target words, (ii) inhibition of downtrend, and (iii) sharpening of lexical pitch contrasts. An utterance-final H% boundary tone seems to neutralize the distinction between tonal and non-tonal words with final long vowels (Fig. 5). This follows straightforwardly from the assumption that lexical tone on long vowels reflects a privative [H] vs. [∅] contrast in the final syllable, which is neutralized to [H] vs. H% when toneless long vowels acquire an H% tone in final position. However, this contrast seems to re-emerge under focus, suggesting that lexical tones and boundary tones are enhanced differently on focused words. In particular, focus seems to privilege the expression of lexical tone over the expression of intonational contours.

For words containing only short vowels, lexical tone is realized with an early rise on the penult, falling into the final syllable. This pitch contour is sharpest under focus, and reduced somewhat in discourse-given words. In the Given/Final condition, tonal words show a continuous, gradual rise, suggesting that the final syllable has acquired an H% boundary tone, yielding an [H]+H% sequence. Again, we believe these patterns follow straightforwardly from the assumption that lexical tone reflects a privative [H] vs. [∅] contrast on the penult in words containing only short vowels.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The interaction of tone and intonation in Uspanteko provides important insight into the phonological analysis of lexical tone. Furthermore, understanding the intonational structure of Uspanteko is crucial to future studies of the phonetics of word- and phrase-level prosody in this language, as intonational factors impinge on the realization of tone and stress in several distinct ways.
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